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Abstract

Unemployment benefits are one important option to bridge time between employment exit and claiming retirement benefits for older workers. Therefore it is important to account for the interdependencies of these two systems when analyzing retirement behavior. In this paper we develop an option value model that explicitly accounts for the pension system and unemployment insurance in Germany. We use administrative panel data and implement the model for female birth cohorts of 1940 to 1949, exploiting exogenous variation in social security wealth by the pension reform 1992 and the reform of unemployment benefits in 2004. More specifically we use the option value model to simulate the employment and retirement effects of different reforms, changing (1) the maximum duration of unemployment benefits and (2) the level of benefit reductions for early retirement. Our results suggest that a shortening of the entitlement period of unemployment benefits is an effective instrument to reduce complementarity of pension and unemployment benefits whereas permanent deductions for early retirement leads to substitution between these programs.
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1 Introduction

Many countries around the world face an aging population. This demographic change increases the financial requirements of social security programs, especially of the pension system. In response, a lot of countries implemented fundamental reforms. For instance, the United States increased the normal retirement age from 65 to 67, allowing early retirement at the cost of benefit deductions. Such a decrease of pensions benefits encourages individuals to prolong their working years and postpone entry into retirement. In a pay-as-you-go system this can have two beneficial effects. A longer working life increases contributions while a shorter entitlement period lowers benefits. The effectiveness of this policy depends on interrelationship between the pension system and other social security and transfer programs. Thus, for the design of such reform, it is important to understand what factors play a role in making the decision to retire and to account for potential substitution effects, for instance into unemployment.

In this paper we develop an option value model that explicitly accounts for the pension system and unemployment insurance in Germany. We use administrative panel data and implement the model for female birth cohorts of 1940 to 1949 which are affected by two reforms. First, an introduction of permanent benefit reductions for early retirement and second, a shortening of the entitlement period of unemployment benefits. This creates exogenous variation in the net present value of social security benefits for different birth cohorts and allows us to separately identify the employment and retirement effects induced by changes in the pension and in the unemployment system. More specifically we use the option value model to simulate the employment and retirement effects of different reforms, changing (1) the duration of unemployment benefits and (2) the height of benefit reductions for early retirement. Our results suggest that a shortening of the entitlement period of unemployment benefits is an effective instrument to reduce complementarity of pension and unemployment benefits whereas permanent deductions for early retirement leads to substitution between these programs.

This study is related to two strands of the literature. Various papers have
focused on how pension wealth affect retirement. Mitchell and Fields (1981) give a thorough overview of early research, which analyzes the retirement decision dependent on pension and Social Security benefits in a life-cycle framework. One drawback of early research is mentioned by Moffitt (1987), criticizing studies using cross-sectional data. It remains unclear if labor supply and retirement decisions can be identified by variation in social security benefits in a cross-section since differences in Social Security benefits only reflect variance in other variables e.g. earnings, marital status etc. Those variables might have a direct effect on labor supply and thus on retirement timing. To get around this identification problem, Krueger and Pischke (1992) analyze the natural experiment of the so called notch babies. Amendments enacted in 1977 lowered Social Security benefits of individuals born 1917 onward, whereas individuals born before 1917 were not affected by these changes. Krueger and Pischke (1992) use the resulting exogenous variation in benefits to examine its effect on labor supply. They only found a modest impact of Social Security benefits.

There are two main approaches on how to implement the dynamic structure of Social Security benefits in the literature. The first is a dynamic programming approach and the second is the use of an option value model. Rust (1989) shows how to apply a dynamic programming model to examine the retirement behavior of older male workers and estimates the model in a subsequent study (Rust, 1990). Other studies that apply dynamic programming are Berkovec and Stern (1991), Rust and Phelan (1997), Karlstrom et al. (2004) and Heyma (2004) among others. Instead of using a dynamic programming approach, Stock and Wise (1990) develop a model, called the option value model. They calculate individual utility when retiring now or at any later point of time. The option value measures the difference between retiring now and when utility is maximized. A similar analysis is completed by Samwick (1998) using a broader data set of American workers. Instead of comparing utility levels, Coile and Gruber (2001) take the difference between present value of Social Security wealth when it would be maximized and today’s present value of Social Security wealth. This incentive measure, called peak value, do not need any assumptions on preferences for leisure.
The concepts of option value and peak value are used by several researchers to analyze how Social Security affects retirement in 12 countries (Gruber and Wise, 2004). Although, the effects vary in magnitude, they find large responses of workers labor supply to incentives of Social Security program in all countries. For the German case, Börsch-Supan et al. (2004) expects an increase in retirement age of 8 months due to 1992 pension reform. Using data, capturing entries into retirement of some affected cohorts, Hanel (2010) finds a causal delay of entry into retirement of 14 months.

A comparison of both approaches, dynamic programming and option value, is done by Lumsdaine et al. (1992) and Burkhauser et al. (2004). Lumsdaine et al. (1992) mention, that the option value approach might underestimate future values as it is based on the maximum of the expected values of utility whereas the dynamic programming approach is based on the expected value of maximum utility. For the same reason, the dynamic programming approach is theoretically preferred (Burkhauser et al., 2004). However, Lumsdaine et al. (1992) and Burkhauser et al. (2004) find quite similar estimation results for the option value and the dynamic programming approach. Taking the complexity and computation intensity of the dynamic programming model into account, the option value model is often favored. Therefore, we rely on a modified version of the option value model, namely the peak value and adapt it explicitly to the German pension system and unemployment insurance. Thus, we also contribute to the strand of literature analyzing program substitution. For the United States, Autor and Duggan (2003) find that an unforeseen increase in the earnings replacement rate of disability insurance program increased the labor force exit propensity. Exploiting a cohort discontinuity in the Netherlands, Borghans et al. (2014) show that an income loss due to more stringent disability insurance rules is substituted by other social assistance programs, which replaces 30% of lost disability insurance income. Kyyrä and Ollikainen (2008) analyzes in a quasi-experimental framework how extended unemployment benefits affects the transition out of unemployment of older unemployed. Their findings suggest that unemployment benefits are used as a pathway into retirement prior to old-age pension. A similar finding is proposed by Inderbitzin et al. (2016) for Austria. They
use a difference-in-difference approach to study how extended unemployment benefits affect early retirement. The results show that unemployment benefits serve as a substitute for disability insurance benefits and as a pathway into retirement. In addition to the existing literature we use a structural approach and focus on the interplay of unemployment insurance and pension system.

The paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we give an overview of the German Pension Scheme, the German unemployment insurance and the analyzed reforms of the pension as well as the labor market. The data are presented in section 3 and the method we use in the analysis is introduced in section. In Section 5, we present and discuss the results of the analysis, followed by a summary and conclusion in section 6.

2 Institutional background

2.1 The German public pension system

The German pension scheme is based on three pillars: The public pension system, occupational pension schemes, and private pension investments. The most important pillar is the public pension insurance that is mandatory for employees. At retirement about two thirds of old-age income in Germany stems from public pension system (Frommert and Himmelreicher, 2013). Civil servants have a separate tax-financed insurance system and the self-employed are not obliged to participate, but they can voluntarily choose to participate. Civil servants and the self-employed who do not participate in the public pension insurance are not considered in this study. The public pension insurance is organized as a pay-as-you-go system, where employees and employers equally share the mandatory pension contributions of 18.7% (in February 2016), levied on gross wages up to a cap. This monthly contribution ceiling is €6,350 (€76,200 p.a.) in West Germany and €5,700 (€68,400 p.a.) in East Germany\(^1\) or about twice the average remuneration

\(^1\)Laid down in the German Social Code (Sozialgesetzbuch, SGB), SGB VI, supplement 2 and 2b.
(Durchschnittsentgelt). The annual pension contributions are measured in so-called 'pension points'. Pension contributions equivalent to those levied on the average remuneration value one pension point. If individual gross income, which is subject to social security contributions, is larger (smaller) than average gross income the amount of pension points increase (decrease) proportionally. On the verge of retirement, pension payments are calculated based on the sum of accumulated pension points over the life course. In 2015, one pension point increases monthly old-age pensions - not being subject to deductions - by about €29 in West Germany (€27 in East Germany).

Among the different types of old-age pensions, the 'regular old-age pension' is the most common one, which can be claimed after reaching the pension eligibility age of 65 years and four months (in 2015) with at least five years of contributions. Among all women who retired in 2014, 45% claimed the regular old-age pension (Deutsche Rentenversicherung Bund, 2015, p.67).

Retirement prior to the pension eligibility age is only possible if an insured person qualifies for an early old-age retirement pension: 'Especially long-term insured' (besonders langjährig Versicherte) and 'long-term insured' (langjährig Versicherte), having at least 45 or 35, respectively, years of contributions (Wartezeit), can retire at the age of 63. The 'early retirement pension for invalids' (Altersrente für Schwerbehinderte) allows to retire before reaching the pension eligibility age if certain invalidity requirements are met and if an insured person has at least 35 years of contributions.

Insured persons who were born before 1952, can claim the 'women’s old-age pension' (Altersrente für Frauen) or the 'old-age pension for the unemployed' (Altersrente bei Arbeitslosigkeit oder Altersteilzeit), if they meet the requirements, between the ages of 60 to 65. Qualifying for the pension for the unemployed requires at least 15 contribution years, including eight contribution years in the last ten years before retirement. In addition, it requires

\footnote{The pension eligibility age is being gradually raised from 65 years in 2011 to 67 years in 2031. It increases by one month per birth cohort, for those born before 1959: Those born in 1947 reach the pension eligibility age at 65 and one month, the subsequent birth cohort of 1948 at 65 and two months, etc. For birth cohorts from 1959, it increases by two months until it reaches 67 years for insured born in 1964 or later (SGB VI §235 and SGB VI §35).}
being unemployment at retirement entry and having been unemployed for at least 52 weeks after turning 58 years and six months or having been ‘partially retired’ for at least 24 months. A woman can claim women’s old-age pension if she had at least 15 years of contributions, with ten years of compulsory pension contributions from work made after turning 40 years old and further she must be born before 1952. If a woman is eligible for both types of old-age pensions – the women’s old-age pension and the pension for the unemployed – then it will always be beneficial to choose the women’s old-age pension since it allows for an earlier retirement. The women’s old-age pension is of particular interest, since the empirical analysis focuses on women who are eligible for the women’s old-age pension.

Until 2000, women who could take advantage of the women’s old-age pension had a strong incentive for an early retirement at age 60 since they did not face any deductions on their pensions (Hanel, 2010). To make early retirement less attractive, the Pension Reform Act 1992 (Rentenreformgesetz 1992) implemented a gradual increase in the eligibility age for early retirement without deductions. The Growth- and Employment Promotion Act 1996 (Wachstums- und Beschäftigungsförderungsgesetz) accelerated the implementation of the increase in eligibility age. Figure 1 shows the increase in eligibility age for the women’s old-age pension. Women who are born in January 1940 or later are affected by the increase in eligibility age, at which the pension can be claimed without deductions. Each subsequent month of birth raises the eligibility age for the women’s old-age pension without deduction by a month. While a woman, born in January 1940, can claim full benefits at the age of 60 years and one month, a woman born a year later, in January 1941, can only claim the full pension at the age of 61 years and one month. For each month a woman claims the women’s old-age pension before the deduction-free eligibility age, her pension payment is permanently re-

3Berg et al. (2015) describe in detail the institutional background of partial retirement in Germany.

4Based on the pension statistics, more than ten times more women retire through the women’s old-age pension than the pension for the unemployed (Deutsche Rentenversicherung Bund, 2015).

5Haan and Prowse (2014) quantify deduction factors, for Germany, that ensure fiscal stability in the face of increasing life expectancy.
duced by 0.3 percentage points. The deductions are the strongest for women born in 1946 or later who enter retirement after turning 60: their monthly pensions are cut by 18 percentage points. Figure 2 indicates that women react to this reform with a delay of benefit claiming. We precisely exploit this exogenous variation in pension wealth that stems from differences in the birth cohorts, when we analyze how pension wealth affects the retirement decision of mothers.

2.2 Unemployment benefits

The unemployment insurance provides income replacement in case of job-loss. The entitlement period and the amount of unemployment benefits depends on the duration and earnings of former employment. The unemployment insurance, as part of the German social security system, is mandatory.
Figure 2: Labor market status of women by age and birth cohorts

Source: BASiD 2007, own calculation.

for employees. Under certain conditions self-employed can voluntary insure against unemployment. The unemployment insurance is mainly financed by mandatory contributions. Those are equally shared by employees and employers and sum up to 3% (in January 2017), levied on gross wages up to a cap. As for the public pension insurance this monthly contribution ceiling is €6,350 (€76,200 p.a.) in West Germany and €5,700 (€68,400 p.a.) in East Germany\textsuperscript{6} or about twice the average remuneration (Durchschnittsentgelt). Several criteria have to be fulfilled to be eligible for unemployment benefits. An individual has to be unemployed, registered as unemployed at the Labor Office and has to fulfill the qualification period. This requires at least 12 months of contributions during the last 24 months.

To qualify for unemployment benefits an individual needs to contribute to the unemployment insurance for a certain period of time before job-loss. Figure 5 shows the eligibility for unemployment benefits in the month when

\textsuperscript{6}Laid down in the German Social Code (Sozialgesetzbuch, SGB), SGB VI, supplement 2 and 2b.
individuals claim their pension benefits. The upper panels excludes individuals leaving the labor market in 2006 or later as they are affected by the reduction of the entitlement period from 32 to 18 months. They are included in the lower panels. The left panels have a bandwidths of 1 month, whereas the bandwidths in the right panels is 2 months.

The large spike at 32 indicates, that around 40% of the individuals in the sample are eligible for 32 months of unemployment benefits but move directly from employment into retirement. The spikes around 0 indicates, that around 15% of the individuals in the sample retire after receiving unemployment benefits according to their eligibility when ending employment.

Figure 3: Eligibility for unemployment benefits at pension claiming

Source: BASiD 2007, own calculation.

3 Data

The empirical analysis is based on the Scientific Use File of the Biographical Data of Social Insurance Agencies in Germany (Biographiedaten aus-
gewählter Sozialversicherungsträger in Deutschland (BASI9), version 1951 - 2009), which is provided by the Research Data Center of the German Statutory Pension Insurance. The data is constructed by linking different administrative data sets via the unique social security number. First, a random sample is drawn among insured individuals in the Statutory Pension Insurance who are at least 15 years old but not older than 67 on the cut off date December 31, 2007. This sample is then combined with individual information from different data sources of the Federal Employment Agency. BASiD (SUF) provides information for about 60,000 individuals. It covers the entire employment biography of all individuals since the age of 14 until December 2007. In addition, it provides information on education, number and birth dates of children as well as employment-specific characteristics (Hochfellner et al., 2012). In contrast to studies that rely on survey data, we do not have to approximate pension wealth but we can use the precise administrative information about individual monthly pension entitlements. In addition, BASiD does not suffer from panel attrition nor recall bias.

We select women who are born between 1940 and 1949, which leaves us with 5,870 women. In addition to observing actual retirement entries for these birth cohorts, we choose them because they are affected by the pension reform 1992, the pension reform 1996 and the reform of unemployment benefits in 2006. We exploit this exogenous variation in pension wealth and entitlement period of unemployment benefits, when estimating the impact of social security wealth on retirement. Otherwise, we would have to assume that social security entitlements are uncorrelated with other factors that determine the retirement decision, e.g. tastes for work. By using only ‘validated’ pension accounts, we make sure that self-declared information was cross-checked by the German Pension Insurance to ensure accuracy. This drops 67 individuals from the sample. Further, we exclude all women who claim disability pensions, which lowers the sample to 5,498 women. Next, we select women who in principle are entitled to the women’s old-age pension (Altersrente für

7The education variable lacks information for several persons and spells. To improve the individual education information, we apply the imputation procedure by Fitzenberger et al. (2005).
Women who are entitled to the women’s old-age pension have a stronger labor market attachment than women who are not entitled, which shows their pension wealth: Measured at age 60, it amounts to about €140,000, whereas non-entitled women possess on average a pension wealth of about €50,000.

Nevertheless, about 63% of all women can claim the women’s old-age pension. Hence, they represent a large share of the population. Women can claim the women’s old-age pension at the age of 60. Since, we estimate the impact of pension wealth on (early) retirement, we need to observe women who can retire through the women’s old-age pension prior to the official pension eligibility age. Finally, 312 mothers are removed from the sample since the data set does not contain educational information for them. The final sample size is 3,130 mothers, who are included from age 60 onward until retirement entry or December 2007 if retirement is not observed. This results in 212,046 person-month-observations, with 2,509 retirement entries are observed. We count a mother as retired upon the first month she claims her pension.

To capture the incentives of the public pension system we rely inter alia on a forward looking measure of public pension wealth. The calculation is based on individual pension points which are only observed before retirement. At later months, we impute individual pension points by the average of the last 12 months until age 65.

In addition, we include factors that potentially are correlated with pension entitlements and the retirement decision in our analysis. We control for individual factors, such as education, ’East’ and ‘health problems’. We differentiate three levels of education. A mothers’ education is low if she has no completed vocational training, education is medium if she has completed a vocational training and high if she holds a university (of applied sciences) degree. The East indicator is one if a mother accumulated pension entitlements

---

8In line with the law, we classify a woman as being entitled to the women’s pension in the following way: We consider months for the calculation of the qualifying period (Wartezeit) if pension points were accumulated in that month (’gmeqptan’>0). A women qualifies for the women’s pension if her qualifying period sums up to at least 15 years, while at least 10 years had to be accrued after the 40th birthday.

9See section ?? for details.

10Thus, we assume the retirement decision to be voluntary.
in October 1989 or earlier in former East Germany and zero else. A mother with potential health problems, but who does not qualify for disability pensions might choose an early retirement entry. Following Hanel (2010), we measure health problems as reporting at least two months of sickness leave in the last three years.

Table 1: Sample characteristics by birth cohort

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of birth</th>
<th>1940</th>
<th>1941</th>
<th>1942</th>
<th>1943</th>
<th>1944</th>
<th>1945</th>
<th>1946</th>
<th>1947</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of children</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad Health</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: The comparison refers to the month a mother turns 60. Education is low if a mother has no completed vocational training, medium if she has completed a vocational training and high if she holds a university (of applied sciences) degree. East refers to contributions in October 1989 or earlier. Bad health is defined as being sick or unable to work for at least two months in the last three years.

Data source: BASID (Scientific Use File 2007), own calculations.

To illustrate the characteristics of mothers in the sample, Table 1 shows their descriptive statistics by birth cohort. In all cohorts the majority has completed a vocational training. The share of mothers with a low level of education decreases in later birth years. On average the number of children varies between 1.94 and 2.23. Further, the share of East German mothers differs between 0.34 and 0.42 over the birth cohorts. Finally, only a small share of mothers faces health problems.
4 Methodology

4.1 Estimation Strategy

To analyze the impact of pension system and unemployment insurance on labor supply and retirement we estimate a competing risk model. Individuals are observed monthly and can decide between (1) retirement and (2) unemployment or (3) to remain in the labor force. Retirement and unemployment are absorbing states. An individual is treated to choose (1) retirement when she leaves the labor market\(^{11}\) and do not take up unemployment benefits for more than two months. When an individual take up unemployment benefits for more than two months after leaving the labor market, she is treated as choosing (2) unemployment. We estimate an alternative specific conditional logit model to allow for different characteristics of alternatives, of individuals and to deal with the discrete time of the data. The incentives to choose between the two options to leave the labor market (retirement & unemployment) or to remain in the labor force are given by the pension system and unemployment insurance.

4.2 Incentive measures

To capture the financial incentives to choose between the three states, we calculate the net present value for the first and second alternative, retirement and unemployment, in each month. Moreover we use the peak value concept as an incentive measure to choose the third alternative and to remain in the labor force. The calculation of the three incentive measures is explained in detail in the following paragraph.

When an individual chooses (1) retirement, she will receive pension benefits (PB) for the rest of her life (until \(S\)). First eligibility is at age 60. Therefore

\(^{11}\)Exit of the labor market is defined as the month after the last employment is observed.
the net present value of retirement, called $NPV_{it}^R$, for individual $i$ when retiring in month $t$ follows equation 1:

$$NPV_{it}^R = (1 - rr_{it}) \cdot \sum_{s=\max(t, \text{age}60)}^{S} \Pi_t(s) \cdot \frac{PP_{it}}{(1 + \delta)^{s-t}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The deduction rate of individual $i$ when retiring in month $t$ is denoted $rr_{it}$. $PP_{it}$ describes the sum of personal premium points, which is discounted by $(1 + \delta)$ and multiplied by the probability to be alive at month $s$, $\Pi_t(s)$.

When an individual chooses (2) unemployment, she will receive unemployment benefits (UB) according to eligibility $UBD$ (or until age 65) and PB for the rest of her life. Therefore the net present value of unemployment, called $NPV_{it}^U$, for individual $i$ in month $t$ follows equation 2:

$$NPV_{it}^U = \min_{s=t+UBD_{it}, \text{age}65} \sum_{s=t}^{\Pi_t(s)} \frac{UB_t}{(1 + \delta)^{s-t}} + (1 - R_{i(t+UBD_{it})}) \cdot \sum_{s=\max(t+UBD_{it}+1, \text{age}60)}^{S} \Pi_t(s) \cdot \frac{PP_{i(t+UBD_{it})}}{(1 + \delta)^{s-t}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

When an individual neither chooses (1) retirement nor (2) unemployment in month $t$, she remains in the labor force and holds the option to leave the labor market at a later month. This could be beneficial if she expects a higher net present value of either retirement or unemployment in the future. To capture these option value we follow Coile and Gruber and calculate the so-called Peak Value as a forward-looking incentive measure. The peak value of retirement (unemployment) measures the difference between the net present value of retirement - based on immediate (1) retirement ((2) unemployment) - and the net present value of retirement at its maximum in the future. After the maximum net present value has passed, the peak value measures the difference of the net present value between (1) retirement ((2) unemployment) now or in the next month.
Let $NPV_{max}^R$ be the net present value of retirement at its maximum in the future:

$$NPV_{max}^R = \max \{ NPV_{it+1}^R, \ldots, NPV_{it=65}^R \}$$

Then, the calculation of the peak value of retirement $PV_{it}^R$ of individual $i$ in month $t$ follows equation 4:

$$PV_{it}^R = \begin{cases} 
NPV_{max}^R - NPV_{it}^R \text{ if } NPV_{it}^r < NPV_{max}^R \\
NPV_{it+1}^R - NPV_{it}^R \text{ if } NPV_{it}^R \geq NPV_{max}^R
\end{cases}$$

The calculation of the peak value of unemployment is analogous, c.f. equation 5 and 6:

$$NPV_{max}^U = \max \{ NPV_{it+1}^U, \ldots, NPV_{it=65}^U \}$$

$$PV_{it}^U = \begin{cases} 
NPV_{max}^U - NPV_{it}^U \text{ if } NPV_{it}^r < NPV_{max}^U \\
NPV_{it+1}^U - NPV_{it}^U \text{ if } NPV_{it}^U \geq NPV_{max}^U
\end{cases}$$

The maximum of $PV_{it}^R$ and $PV_{it}^U$ is denoted as the Peak Value $PV_{it}$:

$$PV_{it} = \max(PV_{it}^R, PV_{it}^U)$$

Thus the Peak Value $PV_{it}$ reflects changes in Social Security wealth over time. The larger the Peak Value, the larger is the increase in benefits when leaving the labor market at a later point of time. When there is no increase in the net present value in the future, the Peak Value becomes negative and reflects a disincentive to remain in the labor force.

5 Results

5.1 Model estimation

5.2 Policy scenario

Based on the estimated coefficients we perform two policy simulations. First, we analyze the effect of an introduction of permanent benefit reduction for
early retirement on labor supply. Second, we study how a change in the maximum entitlement period of unemployment benefits affects labor supply.

5.2.1 Benefit reductions for early retirement

In the first policy scenario we simulate an introduction of permanent benefit deductions of 0.3% per month when retiring prior age 65. To evaluate how labor supply changes due to the reform we impose in a first step, that no one is affected by the reform, that means that no one faces any deductions due to early retirement (scenario 1). Moreover the maximum entitlement period for unemployment benefits is 32 months for all individuals, so that everybody faces the same regimes of pension system and unemployment insurance. In a second step we then presume that everybody is affected by the reform so that pension benefits would be reduced by 18% when retiring at age 60 (scenario 2). For both scenarios we calculate the hazard of retirement and unemployment and the resulting survival in the labor market. The difference in these hazards and survival can be interpreted as the causal effect of the policy reform.
5.2.2 Reduction of entitlement period of unemployment benefits

In the second policy scenario a reduction in the length of unemployment benefits is analyzed. The procedure is the same as in the first policy simulation. In scenario 1 all individuals face a maximum entitlement period of unemployment benefits of 32 months. Deductions for early retirement are fully introduced. In scenario 2 the maximum entitlement period of unemployment is reduced to 18 months. The comparison of the predicted hazards and survival in scenario 1 and scenario 2 shows the effect of the policy reform.
6 Discussion and conclusion

Many countries around the world face an aging population. This demographic change increases the financial requirements of social security programs, especially of the pension system. In response, a lot of countries implemented reforms which reduce pension benefits for early retirement. However, unemployment benefits are one important option to bridge time between employment exit and claiming retirement benefits for older workers. Therefore it is important to account for the interdependencies of these two systems when analyzing retirement behavior. In this paper we develop an option value model that explicitly accounts for the pension system and unemployment insurance in Germany. We use administrative panel data and implement the model for female birth cohorts of 1940 to 1949 which are affected by two reforms. First, an introduction of permanent benefit reductions for early retirement and second, a shortening of the entitlement period of unemploy-
ment benefits. This creates exogenous variation in the net present value of social security benefits for different birth cohorts and allows us to separately identify the employment and retirement effects induced by changes in the pension and in the unemployment system. More specifically we use the option value model to simulate the employment and retirement effects of different reforms, changing (1) the duration of unemployment benefits and (2) the height of benefit reductions for early retirement. Our results suggest that a shortening of the entitlement period of unemployment benefits is an effective instrument to reduce complementarity of pension and unemployment benefits whereas permanent deductions for early retirement leads to substitution between these programs.
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